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Prospan is a lightweight, expandable aluminum crossbrace designed to 
support trench walls, motor vehicles involved in roadway incidents, as well
as reinforce the weakened members of failing structures. Prospan’s unique
design makes it the safest, most user-friendly pneumatic shore on the 
market. The final design of the Prospan product was a direct result of the
input received from Firefighters and municipal public works employees
from across the nation. Prospan is available in four sizes with spans of up
to 11 feet. Kit pricing available. Complies with OSHA standard governing
excavation requirements. 

Prospan Professional Series Pneumatic Shoring

AW258 Prospan Pneumatic Shore 21.5"-26.5" Span $377.95
AW259 Prospan Pneumatic Shore 29.5"-41" $429.95
AW260 Prospan Pneumatic Shore 42.5"-67" $518.95
AW261 Prospan Pneumatic Shore 63.5"-105" $692.95
AW262 Prospan Extension 12" $104.95
AW263 Prospan Extension 24" $125.95
AW264 Swivel-End Attachment $146.95
AW265 Wale Plates 12" (Set of 2) $140.95
AW266 Air Supply Assembly with H.P. Regulator $702.95

Telescoping aluminum 
supports 26"-48" span
Baseplate - 10" w/detent pins
Baseplate shoring adapters

Prospan Manufacturing’s vehicle stabilization product is called TASS. TASS
is a 3-tiered, telescoping aluminum support system. Designed primarily for
the stabilization of motor vehicles involved in roadway crashes, the TASS
can be used for light structural support applications as well. The TASS is
made almost entirely of anodized aluminum and stainless steel. Like all of
the Prospan products, it has been designed to be incredibly strong, 
simple-to-use and virtually maintenance-free.

Telescoping Aluminum Support System

BC028 Telescoping Aluminum Support System $1,729.95

Vehicle adapters
V-Grip attachments
Conical-shaped attachments
Ratchet straps - 20" w/hook cluster

Kits available

6' Deployable Raker System

®

BE089 6' Deployable Raker System $14,323.95

Paratech offers the necessary accessories to convert our Long Shores into
a fully deployable Raker Shore System that is fast, strong, 
easy-to-install, and the same raker kit FEMA teams use. Paratech’s 
innovative Raker accessories and Long Shores meet US&R requirements
for strength and deployability. The Paratech Long Shore System offers
unique features and benefits ensuring proven performance every time the
system is deployed. More kits can be installed if more coverage is needed.
The main advantages of this kit are strength, ease, speed, 
durability and the ability to grow into a complete system. The struts
included in this system are the strongest available and made from hard
anodized aluminum for durability. Set up is fast and easy-to-learn. One kit
will support an area of the wall approximately 12' high by 8' wide 
providing a safe entrance to the building. Ship. wt. 441 lbs.

Wood cross-bracing 
not included

2 - Raker junction base
2 - Raker rail splice
2 - Raker angle base
6 - Nailing pad with clamp
4 - Shoring hammers

4 - Model 610 rescue strut
2 - 235 extension
2 - 435 extension
2 - 635 extension
4 - 6' raker rail
2 - 12" hinged base plate
4 - Raker rail latch base
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